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Abstract
A substantial majority of Americans share the belief that the political discourse in the U.S. has
recently become more negative, and more than half of them blame this change on Donald Trump.
However, as is often the case in politics, talk is cheap and hard data is difficult to come by. To
provide quantitative answers (and distribute blame deservedly) we consider the large-scale
extraction and attribution of quotes by politicians for the analysis of political discourse. In
the first part of this talk, I introduce Quobert, a transformer-based model that exploits the
parallelism in news reporting for the extraction and attribution of quotes from news. Using
Quotebank, a comprehensive corpus of 235 million unique quotations that we extracted with
Quobert from a decade of news, I then demonstrate how this data can be used to quantify trends
in the use of political language. In particular, I will focus on the uptick in negativity in U.S.
politicians’ language after the end of Obama’s tenure, quantify the shifts in language tone, and
unravel to whom these shifts could feasibly be attributed.
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